Kid’s Shelling Scavenger Hunt!
Color in the shells and check off the boxes as you find each shell!
Then, check the description below to find out more!
• Sand Dollar: Be careful! These shells are not white like in the pictures. Usually they are green or brown until
they are cleaned. These shells are round and flat.
• Moon Snail: This shell is also called the Shark Eye Shell because it looks sort of like the eye of a shark! This
shell is gray and smooth and used to have a snail inside!
• Coquina: These shells are really small and come in lots of colors like purple and red. Sometimes there are two
attached to each other and they look like butterflies!
• Auger: These shells are also really small. They spiral around to a point. They are usually orange or light brown
with patterns on them.
• Scallop: There are a lot of these shells around and they come in lots of sizes. They are bumpy and have lots of
colors and patterns. They kind of look like a fan.
• Scotch Bonnet: This shell is the North Carolina State Shell! It is smooth and creamy white with orange or tan
squares. It sort of looks like a bonnet that people would wear in the “olden days” which gave it its name.
• Whelk: There are a few different types of whelks. They are bigger than most other shells and spiral around.
The shells you find used to have a critter inside called a whelk that kind of looks like a snail!
• Oyster: These shells are all over the place in North Carolina. That’s because lots of creatures (and people) eat
the yummy oyster inside! The shells are bumpy and gray on the outside and smooth and shiny inside.
• Jingle Shell: These shells are small and orange or tan. When you gather a bunch in your hand and shake them,
they make a really pretty sound!

Have fun, and happy shelling!

